Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a brain stimulation technique that can enhance motor activity by stimulating the motor path. Thus, tDCS has the potential of improving the performance of brain-computer interfaces during motor neurorehabilitation. tDCS effects depend on several aspects, including the current density, which usually varies between 0.02 and 0.08 mA/cm 2 , and the location of the stimulation electrodes. Hence, testing tDCS montages at several current levels would allow the selection of current parameters for improving stimulation outcomes and the comparison of montages. In a previous study, we found that cortico-cerebellar tDCS shows potential of enhancing right-hand motor imagery. In this paper, we aim to evaluate the effects of the focal stimulation of the motor cortex over motor imagery. In particular, the effect of supplying tDCS with a 4 × 1 ring montage, which consists in placing an anode on the motor cortex and four cathodes around it, over motor imagery was assessed with different current densities. Electroencephalographic (EEG) classification into rest or right-hand/feet motor imagery was evaluated on five healthy subjects for two stimulation schemes: applying tDCS for 10 min on the (1) right-hand or (2) feet motor cortex before EEG recording. Accuracy differences related to the tDCS intensity, as well as µ and β band power changes, were tested for each subject and tDCS modality. In addition, a simulation of the electric field induced by the montage was used to describe its effect on the brain. Results show no improvement trends on classification for the evaluated currents, which is in accordance with the observation of variable EEG band power results despite the focused stimulation. The lack of effects is probably related to the underestimation of the current intensity required to apply a particular current density for small electrodes and the relatively short inter-electrode distance. Hence, higher current intensities should be evaluated in the future for this montage.
INTRODUCTION
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a noninvasive technique for the temporal modulation of brain excitability with direct current (Foerster et al., 2013) . This technique has shown potential for improving motor performance (Reis and Fritsch, 2011) , so its implementation is promising for motor neurorehabilitation. However, the effects of tDCS depend on the intensity of the stimulation, the configuration of the electrode array, and the size of the electrodes that are used for tDCS supply, among other factors (Nitsche et al., 2008) . In order to improve the focalization of the stimulation and the reproducibility of results, the use of high-definition tDCS (HD-tDCS) with smaller electrodes has gained popularity (Woods and Martin, 2016) . In particular, some studies use a 4 × 1 ring montage, which consists on placing an electrode over a target brain region and four return electrodes around it (Villamar et al., 2013) . With regard to the strength of tDCS, the current density is the variable that is used to infer the efficacy of stimulation, and it is estimated as the ratio of current intensity and electrode size (I/A) (Nitsche et al., 2007) . Most studies use a current density within the range of 0.02 and 0.08 mA/cm 2 (Nitsche et al., 2008) , where 0.028 mA/cm 2 is the recommended limit in terms of safety and comfort (Bikson et al., 2016) . Nevertheless, some studies evaluate greater current densities according to the I/A ratio, as it can be found in Datta et al. (2012) , Minhas et al. (2012) , and Roy et al. (2014) . In addition, it should be considered that safety parameters may be protocol-specific and that the supply of HD-tDCS with an intensity of 2 mA and a duration of 20 minutes is reported to be still tolerable (Bikson et al., 2009; Villamar et al., 2013) .
Recent studies such as Sharma and Baron (2013) indicate that the performance of motor imagery and actual movement activates common neural networks. Also, it is widely known that both motor tasks are associated to the attenuation of the power of electroencephalographic signals (EEG) at µ (8-12 Hz) and β (13-30 Hz) bands (Neuper et al., 2005) , which is produced by the decrease of synchronization of neuronal signals (event-related desynchronization or ERD). Hence, rehabilitation research in the field of brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) includes motor imagery as a mechanism for inducing plasticity by allowing the repetitive mental practice of motor tasks (Ang et al., 2012) .
This study assesses the effect of supplying different tDCS intensities over EEG classification into either rest or feet/righthand motor imagery for two tDCS modalities that use a 4 × 1 ring-based montage: providing anodal tDCS for 10 min over the (1) feet or (2) right-hand motor cortex before EEG recording. The current intensities evaluated in the present study approximated current density values (0.02-0.06 mA/cm 2 , according to the I/A ratio) within the range used in most tDCS studies. In this case, classification improvement after tDCS supply is studied by comparing, through statistical tests, the classification accuracy that was obtained in different sessions where a specific value of current was applied. Then, the change on µ and β band power when a particular current is supplied respect to the case of providing no stimulation was analyzed in order to obtain more information about the EEG changes that are associated to the possible classification trends. Also, a simulation of the electric field that is induced by the tDCS montage was used to describe its focused effect on the brain. In addition, we have further compared our results with our previous findings (AnguloSherman et al., 2017) , which evaluated the EEG classification improvements when the same approximated current densities were provided but using a montage that was aimed to influence the cortico-cerebellar motor path by positioning the stimulation electrodes over the motor cortical area and the cerebellum. The present work was performed with the main goal of describing the effect of the most common current densities over the performance of a motor task (i.e., motor imagery) when the ring montage is used. This would also provide further information for comparing the ring montage with other tDCS arrays that are evaluated under similar experimental conditions. The final goal is to find a tDCS strategy that facilitates the improvement of motor performance by enhancing the excitability of stroke patient's motor pathways, improving this way the rehabilitation of his/her gait. This strategy will be combined in the future with a BCI system for motor neurorehabilitation of gait.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Five volunteers between 20 and 30 years old participated in this study. None of them had any known neurological disease or any metallic implant. Despite these five participants comprise a small sample that cannot describe the statistical parameters from the whole population, results from this sample allow the separate analysis of each volunteer and the detection of the existence of any overall qualitative trend that is exhibited by all or most subjects.
Ethics Statement
This work was carried out following the recommendations of the Office for Project Evaluations (Oficina Evaluadora de Proyectos: OEP) of Miguel Hernández University of Elche (Spain), which approved the experimental protocol. All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
EEG Acquisition
The Enobio 32 system was used to acquire EEG data at a sampling rate of 500 Hz from 32 channels of the international 10/10 system: P7, P4, Cz , Pz, P3, P8, O1, O2, C2, F8, C4, F4, FP2, Fz, C3,  F3, FP1, C1, F7, Oz, PO4, FC6, FC2, AF4, CP6, CP2, CP1, CP5,  FC1, FC5, AF3 , and PO3. In terms of software, the Neuroelectrics Instrument Controller (NIC) was used to obtain EEG data, while a MATLAB (MATLAB, RRID:SCR_001622) platform was used to record, process and analyze the EEG signals. In this case, the use of a higher density electrode array respect to the 10/20 system provides a more precise analysis through the signal processing of EEG data of higher spatial resolution. Nevertheless, the main purpose of obtaining data from more electrodes was to record brain activity for other possible future analyses, besides from the results that are presented in this work (Jurcak et al., 2007) .
tDCS Supply
The Starstim 8 system was used to provide anodal tDCS through electrodes with radius of 1 cm. In particular, five channels of the Starstim device were used to test two different tDCS montages of five electrodes: an electrode array that was aimed to stimulate the right-hand motor cortex, and another array that allowed the stimulation of the feet motor cortex. Both montages consisted of a central electrode (anode) over the target motor cortex and four return electrodes (cathodes) around it in order to provide relatively focused stimulation at the motor cortex. In case of the montage version that stimulated the right-hand motor cortex, the anode was located over C3, while the four return electrodes were placed on FC1, FC5, CP1, and CP5. In the montage version that stimulated the feet motor cortex, the anode and the four return electrodes were positioned on Cz, FC1, FC2, CP1, and CP2, respectively. These two possible arrays are presented in Figure 1 . NIC software was used to trigger the stimulation.
Simulation
NIC software was used to produce the simulation of the electric field that was produced by the two tDCS arrays described in Section 2.4. The current values of the performed simulations represented the maximum current that was supplied in the experiments, i.e., 188 µA.
Experimental Sessions
Each subject endured two blocks of four sessions, leaving at least 2 days between sessions in order to avoid tDCS cumulative effects. This intersession interval was selected based on the recommendation in Nitsche et al. (2008) of leaving 48 h to 1 week between stimulation sessions for tDCS protocols with longlasting after-effects. In each block, only one of the following stimulation modalities was evaluated:
• tDCS applied on the right-hand motor cortex
In this stimulation scheme, anodal tDCS was supplied for 10 min using the array described in Section 2.4 to stimulate the right-hand motor cortex. Ramps of 3 s were included at the beginning and the end of the stimulation pulse. Then, EEG was recorded while the subject followed instructions according to the presentation of visual cues: When a screen showed an arrow (5 s) pointing to the right or downward, the user had to imagine to move the right hand or feet, respectively, while a blank screen (4-4.5 s) indicated the user to remain at rest.
• tDCS applied on the feet motor cortex This modality had the same protocol for performing the experimental sessions than in the case of the previous tDCS scheme, with the only difference that tDCS was provided on the feet motor cortex instead of the right-hand motor area. For this purpose, the array described in Section 2.4 for stimulating the feet motor area was used.
For both stimulation modalities, each session consisted of the supply of the 10-min tDCS followed by three runs of fifteen sequences of each kind of motor imagery with a corresponding rest period in each motor imagery trial. This means that in each run a total of fifteen trials (motor imagery plus rest) of righthand motor imagery and fifteen trials of feet motor imagery were presented in random order. Figure 2 shows the temporal sequence of the tDCS supply and one run, while Figure 3 presents the experimental setup that was used while EEG was recorded. There were given breaks of approximately 3 min between runs. In each of the four sessions from a block, a different current intensity of tDCS was provided with a possible value of 0 (sham stimulation), 63, 126, or 188 µA, which are denoted as D0, D1, D2, and D3, respectively. The order of the evaluation of the current intensities was counterbalanced between subjects, and the order of the presentation of the tDCS modalities was counterbalanced as well. The evaluated currents were selected as an approximation of the current strength that was required to produce current densities of 0 (D0), 0.02 (D1), 0.04 (D2), and 0.06 mA/cm 2 (D3), which represent values within the range of the current densities that are used in most studies (0.029-0.08 mA/cm 2 ) (Nitsche et al., 2008) . In this case, the current density was estimated as the ratio of the current intensity I and the electrode area A (Nitsche et al., 2008) , where A = π cm 2 . Note that Miranda et al. (2009) reported that small electrodes seem to be less efficient than larger ones and, thus, the traditional calculation I/A of current density is inaccurate. On the other hand, the effect of the supply of a constant I/A ratio with different size of electrodes has already been tested. In Nitsche et al. (2007) , stimulating with an intensity of 0.1 mA and electrodes of 3.5 cm 2 showed no significant difference on the elicited effects that were caused by the supply of 1 mA with 35 cm 2 electrodes (an approximate current density of 0.029 mA/cm 2 ). Hence, the lowest current density that was estimated and evaluated in the present study was 0.02 mA/cm 2 in order to have a reference close to 0.029 mA/cm 2 , which is also the recommended maximum limit of stimulation in terms of comfort (Nitsche et al., 2003) , despite the possible higher stimulus tolerability (Villamar et al., 2013) .
EEG Analysis
Once EEG was recorded, the accuracy was calculated on each session as the percentage of correct classifications of a specific kind of motor imagery (MI) and its rest condition with the objective of measuring how detectable the performance of MI was respect to the rest condition. Therefore, the accuracy indicated if the motor activity was enhanced on the session. In addition, the change of event-related synchronization (ERS), which refers to the level of the synchronization of neural activity that is associated to a performed task, was evaluated for the µ and β bands as the change of EEG power that was obtained during MI respect to the rest condition with the purpose of describing the EEG activity at each session. Then, comparison of the accuracy and ERS between sessions of a same modality were carried out through statistical analysis in order to find statistical differences in these metrics that were associated to the supply of different intensities of tDCS.
In order to obtain the accuracy and EEG band power in each session, the EEG signals went first through a preprocessing phase that relied on frequency filtering and artifact rejection to assure that EEG clean signals were used in further analysis. The initial part of this phase consisted in filtering EEG signals with a fourth-order bandpass Butterworth with cut-off frequencies of 5 and 45 Hz. Then, each trial was decomposed in 32 (i.e., equal to the number of channels) component signals through the independent component analysis (ICA) routine from EEGLAB toolbox (EEGLAB, RRID:SCR_007292), so blinking components could be visually detected. When an ICA component was contaminated with an artifact, it was filtered with an adaptive Wiener filter to estimate the artifact component in the ICA fragment, which also included brain activity information. Next, the estimated artifact was subtracted from the original ICA component and EEG signals were reconstructed. This preprocessing methodology allowed artifact removal with minimal EEG distortion (Heute and Guzmán, 2014) . Reconstructed signals were inspected visually and, if the trial was still noisy, then it was discarded from the analysis.
After EEG was preprocessed, the signals of every trial were processed with a spatial filter that subtracted from Cz, C3, and C4 the mean of their four adjacent electrodes. In case of C3, the neighboring electrodes were FC1, FC5, CP1, and CP5. In contrast, for C4 the contiguous electrodes were FC2, FC6, CP2, and CP6. For Cz, the considered electrodes were FC1, FC2, CP1, and CP2. It should be mentioned that the brain activity from C3, Cz, and C4 was selected for the entire analysis because these channels are located in the regions of the motor cortex that may present major changes in relation to the application of tDCS. For example, C3 and Cz are located over the right-hand and feet motor cortex, respectively, and there is also connectivity at some frequencies between C3 and C4 (Pfurtscheller, 2001; Hamedi et al., 2016) . Furthermore, there can be found ERS changes over these channels during right-hand and feet motor imagery, as well as contiguous ERS/ERD regions (Yi et al., 2013; Hamedi et al., 2016) .
The resulting filtered signals of the three channels were divided into a MI epoch and its corresponding rest epoch, and they were separated depending on the kind of motor imagery that was performed during the trial. Hence, a set of MI and rest epochs are attained for the conditions of right-hand and feet MI. Next, the spectra after the second 2 was calculated for each epoch of MI and rest. Then, the following process was performed independently for the set of spectra of right-hand and feet MI to calculate accuracy and ERS.
Accuracy
Fisher criterion (F) of the spectra on C3, C4, and Cz for MI and rest states was calculated as Saa and Gutierrez (2010) :
where µ 1,f and µ 2,f correspond to the mean power at frequency f for conditions 1 (MI) and 2 (rest), respectively. On the other hand, δ 1,f is the standard deviation of power at frequency f for condition 1, while δ 2,f is the analog parameter for condition 2. Then, there were found the values of f where the maxima of F for C3, Cz, and C4 were located. Hence, a characteristic frequency was obtained for each of these channels in every session. Each characteristic feature represented the frequency in which MI and rest states were more separable at a particular channel, considering that the frequency where the maxima of F is found represents the frequency at which the mean values of MI and rest conditions have a greater difference and lower intra-condition variance.
Once characteristic features were obtained, 100 iterations were performed in which 30 random epochs were selected from the total epochs of both MI and rest conditions and, then, they were labeled in either MI or rest with help of a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier. Such classifier was trained with the spectral power of C3, C4, and Cz from the remaining epochs (about 60) of the session at the characteristic frequency of the channels. After classification was conducted, the percentage of correct classifications from the 30 epochs was calculated in each iteration, so an accuracy distribution of 100 samples was obtained for each session.
It must be noted that the methodology for calculating accuracy relies on obtaining subject-specific features for classification in each session. This approach was used due to the known high inter-subject variability of brain activity, along with the expected high intra-subject variability of the sensorimotor rhythm modulation (Blankertz et al., 2010; Lightbody et al., 2014; Palaniappan et al., 2015) , since no feedback about the MI performance was provided in order to avoid learning effects through the different sessions.
ERS
ERS on C3, Cz, and C4 was obtained for each trial as the difference of the natural logarithms of mean spectral power of MI and rest states at µ or β bands:
where S 1 (f ) and S 2 (f ) denote the spectral power of conditions 1 and 2, respectively, at frequency f within the µ or β frequency range at a specific channel. Note that in this case the logarithm is used with the objective of reducing the skewness of the spectral distribution. After accuracy and ERS values were obtained for all sessions, statistical comparisons were made between the distributions that were obtained with the different current densities. Based on Pfurtscheller (2001) , possible outliers were discarded from ERS measurements by removing the data that was out of the 95% confidence interval of the session. Also, in case of band power analysis, mean ERS of the sham session was subtracted from all sessions of the same stimulation modality in order to set the sham session as a reference with zero value. Statistical comparisons for accuracy relied on performing analysis of variance (ANOVA) (p < 0.001) with the aim of testing for significant differences on the accuracy between sessions of the same tDCS modality for each subject. If the test was significant, then multiple comparisons (p < 0.001) were made with TukeyKramer's method to identify which specific session was different from another. In case of ERS, t-tests (p < 0.05) were performed to compare the ERS between the sham session and other sessions in which tDCS was applied. Note that the significance value was lower in the accuracy statistical tests in order to take into account that the use of tDCS has a high cost. In contrast, the use of a higher significance threshold for ERS tests facilitated the observation of behavioral trends in ERS after the supply of tDCS. Also, a qualitative comparison was made with the outcomes from a previous study (Angulo-Sherman et al., 2017) , which evaluated the effect of the stimulation with a tDCS montage that was aimed to influence the cortico-cerebellar motor path using the same current intensities from the present study.
RESULTS
Distribution of the tDCS Electric Field based on Simulations
Figure 4 presents, from left to right, the superior, posterior and right side views of the brain, as well as an image from the left hemisphere. These views show the norm of the electric field that is produced while stimulating with an intensity of 188 µA for both tDCS modalities. In general, the top and bottom images reflect that the cortical areas that were the target of the stimulation are affected by a focused electric field. In case of targeting the right-hand motor cortex (top), it can be seen that the stimulation is focused over C3 and its nearby areas. Thus, there is relatively focused stimulation of the right-hand motor cortex. Note that the configuration of the stimulation with this montage version involves four return electrodes, including FC1 and CP1. These two electrodes are used in the spatial filtering of C3 and Cz, so possible effects could be expected at both electrodes. On the other hand, the focus of the electric field can be found over Cz and its surrounding regions when the tDCS is targeting the feet motor cortex (bottom), which reflects the stimulation of this region. The configuration of this montage version includes FIGURE 4 | Simulation of the norm of the electric field E (V/m) that is generated by tDCS supply on the right-hand (Top) and feet (Bottom) motor cortex. four return electrodes: FC1, CP1, FC2, and CP2, which are used in the spatial filtering process of C3, Cz, and C4. Hence, the effect in this area can affect the EEG activity observed at the three electrodes, though not necessarily in a significant manner.
Accuracy Changes Related to tDCS Supply
Accuracy results are presented on Figures 5-8 for each kind of MI, subject and stimulation modality, while statistical analysis are included in Tables 1, 2. In the tables, first and second columns indicate the MI and number of subject that are analyzed, respectively. The third and fourth columns show the results of the statistical analysis, which consist of the pvalue from the ANOVA tests and the comparisons between the different current densities that were found significant. For example, in the Table 1 and for the right-hand MI of Subject 1, it was observed that the sham stimulation (D0) provided a significant lower accuracy than the current densities of 0.02 (D1) and 0.04 (D2), and 0.06 (D3) mA/cm 2 , while D3 showed also a significant lower accuracy compared to D1. This is denoted as D0<D1, D2, D3; D3<D1. Global trends in the results of accuracy are described next for each tDCS modality.
tDCS Applied on the Right-Hand Motor Cortex
Figures 5, 6, in addition to Table 1, present the results of this stimulation scheme. In case of right-hand MI, D3 was the current intensity that seemed to provide improvements for more subjects (three out of five users: S1, S4, and S5) compared to sham stimulation. However, this same current appeared to worsen the classification for S3 respect to when no stimulation was applied. Then, there is no beneficial trend for any of the applied currents, considering that none of the evaluated current values increased accuracy for most subjects without worsening the classification for a subject. Likewise, no current intensity was observed to have an incremental trend on accuracy for feet MI.
tDCS Applied on the Feet Motor Cortex
Results of this tDCS modality are shown on Figures 7, 8 , as well as on Table 2 . For right-hand MI, it can be seen that three out of five users improved their accuracy with either D2 or D3 respect to D0, so an optimal current within D2 or D3 might be considered to possibly improve accuracy. Nevertheless, the variability in the possible optimal current intensity does not reveal any clear incremental trend in accuracy. In case of feet MI, none of the evaluated current values was associated to a significant increase of accuracy for most subjects compared to sham stimulation. Based on the accuracy results that were previously described, it seems that no favorable trends in the detection of right-hand or feet MI were obtained with any of the evaluated current intensities, either when the tDCS was applied over the right-hand motor cortex or when it was supplied over the feet motor cortex.
In order to provide an insight about the obtained results in context with another montage, a comparison with the results obtained with the montage in Angulo-Sherman et al. (2017) is made. In that work, the effect of applying the same current intensities as in this study, but with a montage that was aimed to stimulate the cortico-cerebellar motor path, over the classification of right-hand and feet MI was evaluated. That study suggested that placing the anode over the cortical motor area and the anode over the left cerebellum may enhance motor imagery detection. In particular, D3 seemed to show potential of improving the classification of right-hand MI when the anode was used to target the right-hand motor area, considering that four out of five volunteers improved about 10% their accuracy for right-hand MI, while the remaining subject showed no significant effects due to the stimulation. However, that study was still exploratory and results were not conclusive yet. It should be acknowledged that in case of the 4 × 1 ring montage, the expected optimal currents would be probably higher, considering that the inter-electrode distance is smaller, which would lead to higher current dispersion in the external regions of the head and lower current density at increasing depth (Faria et al., 2011) . Thus, a fairer comparison between montages would include montage-specific currents in order to provide more similar current densities at a specific point of the motor cortex. However, this comparison still provides information about the effects that are found at low tDCS currents for both montages. It should be noted that, despite of the small sample of five subjects that was used on both studies, the results provide information about the possible existence of the improvement or worsening accuracy trends after the stimulation at a particular current strength respect to the case when sham tDCS is supplied.
ERS Changes Related to tDCS Supply
Statistical results of ERS are presented in Tables 3, 4 for the tDCS modalities that target the motor cortex of the righthand and the feet, respectively. In these tables, the first column indicates the number of subject whose results are tested, while the second column shows the channel that is analyzed. The third column includes the significant results from the t-tests that compare ERS of right-hand MI from the sham stimulation against other sessions where different intensities of tDCS were applied. The column is divided in two subcolumns that provide the results of the analysis for µ and β bands, using the same notation that was used for reporting the results of accuracy. Similarly, the fourth column presents the results of the ERS ttests for feet MI. It should be mentioned that ERS data have a high variance that suggests ERS changes between sessions are subtle. For example, Figure 9 shows the mean µ-band power in C3, Cz, and C4 that is associated in each session to the performance of right-hand MI after tDCS is supplied TABLE 3 | ERS statistical results for the case when tDCS is applied over the right-hand motor cortex. Cz  D2>D0  D2>D0  D1, D2>D0  D1>D0; D3<D0  C4  D2>D0  D1, D3<D0; D2>D0  D2>D0  D1, D3<D0; D2>D0   3  C3  --D2>D0; D3<D0  D2, D3<D0  Cz  D3<D0  D3<D0  D3<D0  -C4  --D3<D0  -4  C3  ----Cz  D1, D2<D0  D1<D0  D1>D0  D1>D0; D2<D0  C4  D1>D0  D3<D0  -D1<D0; D2>D0   5  C3  D1, D2>D0  D3>D0  D1<D0  D2<D0  Cz  D2>D0  D1, D2<D0  D2>D0  D1>D0  C4 D1>D0 -D1, D3<D0 -Frontiers in Neuroscience | www.frontiersin.orgover the right-hand motor cortex. There it can be seen that the standard deviation is high. Hence, these results only serve as a guide to describe subtle variations and no abrupt ERS changes should be inferred. General trends of ERS when a current is applied respect to the sham session are described next. When the significant differences that indicate if D0 has either a higher or lower ERS respect to other currents are observed in the tables, it can be observed that the results for the different MI conditions vary among the subjects, so no clear trends can be distinguished for all subjects at specific channels. Despite of the focused stimulation, no attenuation trend in the ERS was found directly on C3 when the stimulation was applied over the right-hand motor cortex, or on Cz when the tDCS target was the feet motor cortex. On the other hand, most cases that present a significant difference between the ERS from the sham session and other currents follow the same trend. For example, in Table 3 it can be seen that the Subject 1 presents lower ERS at Cz when either D1, D2, and D3 are applied compared to D0. Also, it should be noted that some users can present in general the same incremental or decremental trends in Cz, C3, and C4, such as the Subjects 3 and 4 for the case of right-hand MI in Table 3 , which suggests the presence of ERS differences that are spatially nonspecific.
DISCUSSION
In general terms, results from the accuracy analysis showed that the supply of tDCS with a 4 × 1 ring montage over either the right-hand or feet motor cortex showed no global improvement trends on the detection of right-hand or feet motor imagery for the evaluated current range (up to 188 µA). Note that in Nitsche et al. (2007) a current as low as 100 µA was reported to induce significant after-effects with another cephalic montage. Moreover, results from the 4 × 1 ring montage were compared against the results with the same current range from this study, but with a montage that was aimed to affect the motor cortex and the cerebellum in order to influence the motor cortico-cerebellar path (Angulo-Sherman et al., 2017) . The stimulation with that montage seemed to show potential of enhancing motor imagery detection in a small sample on a exploratory study, but results were still not conclusive. In the case of the ring montage, no improvements on motor imagery have been observed, which could be related to the expected higher dispersion of the electric field in the more external regions of the head under the electrodes (Faria et al., 2011) . Then, the evaluated current range (estimated through the I/A ratio) is probably of a lower intensity for small electrodes than the one required to provide the desired current density values (Miranda et al., 2009) , since no trend is observed on the elicited effects of tDCS. This would support the idea that higher currents are needed to evaluate the ring montage, as it is performed in Roy et al. (2014) and reviewed in Villamar et al. (2013) . The lack of observed effects in the results of this study appears to indicate the possible superiority of other montages with less focalization at lower current intensities, such as in Nitsche et al. (2007) and Angulo-Sherman et al. (2017) , but also that a fairer comparison should be performed with the appropriate parameters for each tDCS electrode array. Note that not only the current intensity is relevant for obtaining optimal results. For example, some studies report the delay of the tDCS effects when using HD-tDCS arrays (Kuo et al., 2013; Baxter et al., 2014) , which shows that the optimal time for evaluating a task after the supply of stimulation could be relevant for the evaluation of each tDCS montage. Hence, a more extensive independent evaluation of tDCS electrode configurations should be performed for improving the comparison of tDCS montages. It should be mentioned that, despite of the small sample size from this study, it was possible to detect the high variability of accuracy changes within subjects, which shows that the stimulation protocol provides no general increment on the accuracy of classification of motor imagery. Hence, it is not necessary to perform any more experiments on a larger sample, but future research with the ring montage should use higher current intensities in order to possibly improve accuracy results and, once the optimal current range is identified, use the best current parameters to compare this montage against other tDCS electrode configurations in a fair manner.
ERS analysis showed that the spectral EEG changes due to the tDCS supply had a high variance, so the detected ERS differences between the various current intensities were associated to subtle EEG synchronization modulations. No trends were observed in the ERS of the three channels, despite the expected effect over the electrodes that are localized over the targeted motor cortex. In addition, there were cases where some subjects showed either the increase or decrease of ERS on the three analyzed channels (Cz, C3 of C4) for the same tDCS modality. This probably reflects that the detected significant ERS differences are related to some underlying activity that is not spatially specific, despite the focused stimulation shown on the simulation of the electric field that is induced by the montage. These results are consistent with the lack of observed effects of the stimulation over classification accuracy.
In summary, the supply of currents up to approximately 0.2 mA provided no significant improvements in the detection of either right-hand or feet MI. However, this study is useful and necessary for the comparison among montages at very low intensities, considering that other montages seem to present some significant effects at those values. Anyway, further evaluation at higher intensities and the estimation of more accurate current densities at different regions of the motor cortex would be required to allow comparison of electrode arrays for enhancing motor activity. This is necessary for improving the stimulation strategies before their possible implementation in future motor neurorehabilitation systems.
CONCLUSION
The accuracy of the classification of feet and right-hand motor imagery was evaluated in a small sample of subjects after applying different values of current (up to 188 µA) with a 4 × 1 ring montage. Results show that no improvement trends of FIGURE 9 | ERS associated to right-hand MI in the µ-band after supplying tDCS over the right-hand motor cortex. Each point represents the mean ERS for a particular session, while the error bars show the standard deviation.
classification were found. Considering that a montage of two electrodes and greater inter-electrode distance, such as in Nitsche et al. (2007) or Angulo-Sherman et al. (2017) , seems to have a significant effect at a current value of similar magnitude, it appears that the current intensity required to elicit significant effects was underestimated for the 4 × 1 montage by the use of the ratio of the current intensity and the electrode size to estimate the expected current density. Therefore, it appears that there is higher dispersion of the electric field over the outer regions of the head for this montage. Thus, a lower current density was applied over the motor cortex, which was the target of the stimulation. The lack of trends in ERS at particular electrodes despite the focused stimulation, along with the similarity of the significant ERS changes over different regions of the motor cortex in some cases, suggests that there were no spatially-specific EEG changes related to the administration of tDCS. This supports the conclusion that the current intensity was not high enough to elicit observable after-effects. The fact that the same current intensity provides different results when targeting the motor cortex with different montages, indicates that fairer comparisons between montages should be performed with montage-specific parameters. In the case of the 4 × 1 ring montage, higher currents should be evaluated in order to obtain significant aftereffects. Nevertheless, the obtained results are valuable for making comparisons between tDCS montages at low current intensities. Despite the sample was small, the lack of any incremental accuracy trend for the subjects at a specific current intensity indicates that no more experiments should be performed with this exact same protocol for the ring montage, but higher current intensities must be evaluated.
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